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This investigation was attempted to introduce carbon nanotubes (CNTs) onto surface of copper powders in order to improve
heat transfer performance of copper matrix for engineering application of electrical packaging materials. The Ni/MgO catalyst
was formed on the copper powders surface by means of codeposition method. CVD technique was executed to fabricate uniform
CNTs on copper powders and effect of reaction temperature on the morphology of CNTs was surveyed. The results showed that
CNTs products on the copper powder surface were distributed uniformly even if reaction temperature was different. The diameter
dimension of CNTs was within the scope of 30∼60 nm. Growth behaviors of CNTs by CVD method were considered to be “tip-
growth” mechanism. Raman spectra of CNTs proved that intensity ratio of D-band to G-band (𝐼D/𝐼G) increased as deposition
reaction temperature increased, which implied that order degree of graphitic structure in synthesized CNTs improved.

1. Introduction

Recently, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) had been extensively
investigated and attracted attention from researchers due
to their extraordinary mechanical and unique electronic
properties. Generally, synthesis methods of CNT had been
developed to satisfy the engineering application; the main
methods were as follows: arc discharge, laser ablation, high-
pressure carbonmonoxide conversion, chemical vapor depo-
sition (CVD), and so forth [1, 2]. Among the above-men-
tioned methods, the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) had
been successfully applied for the synthesis of carbon nano-
materials. Chemical vapor deposition was considered as a
promising preparation technique for production of high
quality nanotubes at large scales; effect factors for CVD were
composed of carbon source, reaction temperature, catalyst
materials, and various flow conditions. In view of weaker
interface compatibility, Fe(NO

3
)
3
⋅H
2
Owas chosen as the cat-

alyst precursor to synthesize carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on
copper fiber substrates by means of one-step chemical vapor
deposition method by Xie and coworkers [3]. Iron catalyst
was feasible and effective to fabricate carbon nanotubes on

copper fiber. The results showed that carbon nanotubes
synthesized on the copper fiber would prove the interface
binding force between the copper fiber and matrix materials.
Katar et al. [4] focused on the synthesis of bamboo-like
carbon nanotubes growing directly on copper substrates by
sulfur-assisted hot filament chemical vapor deposition with
a mixture of CH

4
, H
2
, and H

2
S. SWCNT on copper was

fabricated by pyrolysis of ethanol and acetylene and typical
temperature of the processwas 850∘C∼950∘CbyHommaet al.
[5].The above-mentioned reports showed that it was possible
to synthesize carbon nanotubes on copper matrix (and/or
with the participation of Cu nanomaterials). However, the
reaction temperature was high for fabrication of the SWCNT
on copper powders or copper foils in the above-mentioned
papers. So nickel alloy material was taken into account as the
catalyst for their low reaction temperature.

For the engineer application for the electrical contact
materials, high performance electrical materials usually need
tomeet the following requirements [6]: excellent electric con-
ductivity, high withstand voltage characteristics, antiarc ero-
sion, low interception, anticorrosion, a certain strength, and
so on.The electrical contact materials weremainly composed
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of matrix phase and reinforcement phase. The copper matrix
was widely applied as matrix phase for electrical contact
materials due to its electrical and thermal properties. CNTs
were extensively investigated as reinforcement phase thanks
to their superior mechanical properties and heat transfer
performance [7]. So more investigations were focused on
the CNTs/Cu composites, in which CNTs were introduced
into copper matrix [8–12]. So it had potential importance in
application of nanotubes and copper in electronic packaging
material field.

However, the density difference between carbon nan-
otube and copper matrix would result in heterogeneous
distribution of the above-mentioned two-phase materials.
In order to realize uniform distribution of the carbon nan-
otube in the copper matrix during the sintering process, we
attempted to introduce CNTs onto the surface of copper
micrometer particles. The hot-pressed sintering behaviors of
CNTs/Cu composites will be undergone through in the sub-
sequent research. In the present paper, nickel nanoparticles
were formed on the surface of copper powders by means of
the codepositionmethod.We put focus on the fabrication for
uniform growth of CNTs on the copper powders by thermal
CVD technique. Another target was aimed at inspecting the
effect of role of deposition reaction temperature on surface
morphology and growth behaviors of CNTs.

2. Fabrication and Characterization

Commercial copper powder (PHI = 75 𝜇m) was utilized as
received material. The solution of nickel nitrate [Ni(NO

3
)
2
]

and magnesium nitrate [Mg(NO
3
)
2
] was utilized to form

the precursor. Mole ratio for Ni(NO
3
)
2

to Mg(NO
3
)
2

was 1 : 1. The copper powders were introduced into the
Ni(NO

3
)
2
/Mg(NO

3
)
2
solution by mechanical stirring. Then

Ni(OH)
2
/Mg(OH)

2
/Cu colloid can be obtained by chemical

coprecipitation method. Then compound colloid was ther-
mally treated for 12 h at 80∘C under the vacuum condition,
which was then crushed into fine powder using mortar. The
above-mentionedNi(OH)

2
/Mg(OH)

2
/Cu colloidwas carried

out in reduction process at 600∘C for 30min, heating rate
was controlled at 10∘C/min, and hydrogen was chosen as
the reducibility gas. After reduction heat treatment, copper
powders coating Ni/MgO complex layer (which is abbrevi-
ated as Cu

(Ni/MgO)) can be obtained; the ratio of Ni to MgO
was about 80 : 20. After calculation, the ratio of Ni/MgO to
Cu
(Ni/MgO) was about 8wt.%. Then CVD process was carried

out at atmospheric pressure in a horizontal alumina tube
reactor and the alumina tube was connected to N

2
and

CH
4
gas cylinders. About 500mg of Cu

(Ni/Mg) powders in
alumina boat was placed at the middle of alumina tube as
a reactor zone. The N

2
gas was introduced into the reacting

furnace under N
2
flow rate of 400 sccm and heating rate

was controlled at 5∘C/min until the reaction temperature is
reached.Thenmethane was introduced to produce CNTs and
N
2
flow continued when it reached reaction temperature.The

gas flow ratio of the N
2
to CH

4
was 1 : 1 during the reaction

process. The reaction time was set as 60min. As reaction
was completed, methane flow was discontinued and N

2
flow

was continuously filled into a reaction chamber till room
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Figure 1: XRD pattern of synthetic CNTs under different CVD
reaction temperatures. (a), (b), (c), and (d) were reaction products
of Cu

(CNTs) at 720
∘C, 770∘C, 820∘C, and 870∘C, respectively.

temperature is reached. The reaction temperature for the
Cu
(CNTs) growth was set at 720∘C, 770∘C, 820∘C, and 870∘C,

respectively. The collected black product was subjected to
purification. The yield of carbon product after reaction was
calculated according to the formula below [9]:

Carbon yield =
(𝑚tot − 𝑚cat)

𝑚cat
× 100%, (1)

where 𝑚cat and 𝑚tot were the mass of the catalyst before and
after the reaction, respectively. The phase composition of
Cu
(CNTs) was identified by X-ray diffraction (D8 Advance,

Germany), the acceleration voltage was 40 kV, and scan
velocity current was 40mA.The scanning speed was 4∘/min.
Scanning ElectronMicroscope (JEOL, JSM-6300, Japan) was
performed to investigate the morphology of the sample after
purification, whose accelerating voltage was set as 20 kV.
The Photoshop-15 was applied to measure the diameter of
the CNTs on the surface of copper powders from the high
magnification SEM photos (200000x); at least 20 positions
weremeasured to calculate the average diameter of the CNTs.
Defects and graphitic nature were surveyed by Raman spec-
troscopy (Bruker RFS-27, Germany) equipped with liquid
nitrogen cooled setup and with an output power of 10mW by
means of Nd:YAG laser at a 1064 nm wavelength. The power
on the sample was kept in 10mW to avoid damage.

3. Result and Discussion

XRD patterns for the reaction products of Cu
(CNTs) at dif-

ferent deposition reaction temperature were illustrated in
Figure 1. (a), (b), (c), and (d) were XRD patterns for Cu

(CNTs)
at 720∘C, 770∘C, 820∘C, and 870∘C, respectively. According
to XRD analysis from Figure 1, copper phase was main
crystalline phase while Ni, MgO, and graphite were detected
as minor crystalline phase.The right shifts of diffraction peak
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Figure 2: Morphology of synthetic CNTs as a function of reaction temperature. (a), (b), (c), and (d) were Cu
(CNTs) products at 720

∘C, 770∘C,
820∘C, and 870∘C, respectively.

for nickel phase slightly occurred; this was responsible for this
phenomenon that solid solution had formed during catalytic
decomposition process as carbon had deposited, adsorbed,
and reacted with nickel oxide to form Ni-C solid solution,
so crystal lattice changes led to diffraction peak right shifts.
The carbon atom structure of tube wall for CNTs was similar
to that for graphite lattice plane (002); diffraction peak of
graphite (002) lattice plane can be observed at 26.2∘ from
XRD patterns for all samples. While other lattice planes such
as (100), (101), and (102) presented a position overlap with
diffraction peaks position of metal Cu and Ni, it was difficult
to separate diffraction peaks of CNTs from that of Cu and Ni.

The morphology observations were executed for CNTs
grown at different reaction temperatures in Figure 2; (a),
(b), (c), and (d) represented CNTs products at 720∘C, 770∘C,
820∘C, and 870∘C, respectively. For all samples synthesized
under different reaction temperatures, CNTs products were
distributed uniformly on the surface of copper powders. The
agglomeration was not obvious. The average diameter was
34 nm, 39 nm, 47 nm, and 52 nm for the CNTs grown at
720∘C, 770∘C, 820∘C, and 870∘C, respectively. The diameter
dimension of newly synthesized CNTs were within the scope
of 30∼60 nm. CNTs with smooth outer wall were shown
in Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c). With reaction temperature
increasing, CNTs diameter of as-product CNTs became
bigger. However, outer wall of CNTs became slightly rough
when reaction temperature reached 870∘C. From SEM result
for end regionmorphology of CNTs with highmagnification,
spherical catalyst particles were detected on the end region of
CNTs. Ni/MgO particles at CNTs tips implied the tip-growth
mechanism. The results were similar to Chen’s reports [10].
They found that highly alignedMWCNTswere synthesized in
vertical channels of AAO template in the ECR-CVD system

using a gas mixture of CH
4
and H

2
after electroplating of

Co catalyst into pore bottom. Co particles embedded at their
tips were considered to imply the “tip-growth” mechanism.
Compared with the aforementioned finding, in this work,
growth behavior of CNTs on the surface of copper powders
by CVD method was considered to follow as “tip-growth”
mechanism. In our investigation, CNTs on copper powder
were anisotropic, which was considered to be in favour of
improvement for heat conducting property of the CNTs/Cu
composite in the subsequent research.

The multiwall carbon nanotubes were successfully
obtained at 700∘C utilizing NiMCM-41 (or Ni/MCM-41)
as a catalytic template by means of the pyrolysis of ethanol
as reported by Zhao and his collaborators [11]. The above-
mentioned research showed that Ni was chosen as a typical
catalyst to fabricate MWCNTs with uniform diameter and
high quality. In this investigation, Ni/MgO was applied as a
catalyst to synthetize CNTs on the surface of copper powders.
The synthesis yield of CNTs for 8wt.% Ni/MgO powders was
examined by varying deposit reaction temperature between
720∘C and 870∘C in Figure 3. The minimum carbon yield
can be obtained as deposit reaction temperature was 720∘C.
As reaction temperature increased, carbon yield had a rising
trend. The highest yield of carbon product reached 278%
as reaction temperature was 820∘C. At higher temperature
(870∘C), decrease in carbon deposit was attributed to agglom-
eration and deactivation of metal particles. The carbon yield
decreased as reaction temperature further increased. So
decomposition of carbon source was diminished at low tem-
peratures. When reaction temperature increased, agglomer-
ation of metal particles became obvious, so metal particle
size increased, which resulted in bigger diameter of CNTs.
The deactivation effect of Ni/MgO catalyst enhanced as
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Figure 3: The carbon yield produced from 8wt.% Ni/Cu catalyst as
a function of reaction temperature.

the temperature rose, so it tended to be inactive towardsmore
formation of amorphous carbon.When reaction temperature
was too high, decomposition rate of methane was higher
than diffusion rate of carbon in catalyst; the excess carbon
was adsorbed onto catalyst surface. It resulted in deactivation
of Ni catalyst, so it was hazardous for growth of CNTs. Thus
catalyst had shown highest catalytic activity at 820∘C only
due to higher activity in decomposition of methane and
more catalytic conversion of a gaseous precursor to improve
more carbon yields. Hence, reaction temperature played an
important role to obtain high yield of CNTs. In view of high
axial-direction thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes,
anisotropic CNTs on copper powder were introduced into
copper matrix material, which was considered to be of
benefit for fabricating copper matrix composites with high
heat conductivity. So it had a far-reaching significance to
obtain high yield of CNTs. In addition, we had fabricated
CNTs/Cu composites with the above-mentioned CNTS

(Cu)
by cold-press molding and pressureless sintering method.
Preliminary study suggested that even if addition of CNTs
to copper matrix composites was 2wt.%, Vickers hardness
was increased by 270% and thermal conductivity increased
by about 208% by comparison with pure copper materials
under the same experiment condition. We will publish
related researched results in subsequent articles.

Raman spectra of synthesized CNTs under different reac-
tion temperatures were shown in Figure 4. For all samples,
a broad peak was detected within region of 1587∼1598 cm−1,
which was attributed to the graphitic structure with a certain
degree of crystallinity as a result of in-plane vibrations of
sp2 bonded carbon atoms in the graphitic layers and called
tangential mode or G-band for CNTs. It was worth noting
that the peak intensity of G-band for CNTs became stronger
as the deposition reaction temperature increased. The high
degree of symmetry and order structure of carbon materials
produced graphitic band (G-band) within the region of
1550∼1600 cm−1 which was generally applied to identify
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Figure 4: Raman spectra of CNTs
(Cu) under different reaction

temperatures. (a), (b), (c), and (d) represented reaction temperature
of 720∘C, 770∘C, 820∘C, and 870∘C.

CNTs [12]. From results of intensity of G-band peak of
synthesized CNTs

(Cu) under different reaction temperatures,
we can draw a conclusion that crystallization of well-ordered
CNTs would improve gradually as reaction temperature
enhanced. The research from Zhang et al. [13] showed that
iron oxide particles were attached onto the sidewalls of
MWCNTs by thermal decomposition of cyclopentadienyl
iron(II) dicarbonyl dimer. The red shift of G-mode from
1579 cm−1 to 1571 cm−1 in the Raman profile of decorated
MWCNTs was indicative of the attachment of nanoparticles.
From the results of the above-mentioned report, we found
that iron oxide nanoparticles led to red shift of G-mode in
the Raman profile. In our investigation, we did not detect
this phenomenon. D-band peak of CNTs

(Cu) under different
reaction temperature was illustrated in Figure 4. Broad D-
band peak was within the scope of 1385∼1399 cm−1, which
exhibited defects from lattice distortion. For CNTs, D-band
peak was detected at 1250∼1450 cm−1 in Raman spectrum
and it had a high sensitivity to the disordered structures in
carbon materials. In addition, the intensity ratio of D-band
to G-band (𝐼D/𝐼G) was the important character of extensive
defects in the CNTs structures. From Raman spectra results
of CNTs

(Cu), intensity ratio of D-band to G-band (𝐼D/𝐼G)
increased as deposition reaction temperature increased. It
implied that order degree of graphitic structure in the
synthesized CNTs improved; the results were in agreement
with previous reports [14, 15].

4. Conclusion

In this investigation, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were intro-
duced onto the surface of copper micrometer particles
by thermal CVD technique. The nickel nanoparticles were
formed on the surface of copper powders by means of
codeposition method, which was a benefit for uniform
growth of CNTs. The growth behaviors of CNTs were in
Section 3. The results proved that CNTs were distributed
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uniformly on the surface of copper powders for all samples
synthesized at different reaction temperatures. CNTs diam-
eter was within the scope of 30 nm∼60 nm. Growth process
of CNTs by CVD method was considered to be “tip-growth”
mechanism. From Raman spectra results of CNTs, order
degree of graphitic structure in synthesized CNTs improved
as deposition reaction temperature increased.The red shift of
G-mode in the Raman profile for CNTs had not been detected
even if Ni/MgO catalyst particles were detected on the tip of
CNTs.
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